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I explore how gender can shape the pragmatics of speech. In some circumstances, when a
woman deploys standard discursive conventions in order to produce a speech act with
a specific performative force, her utterance can tum out, in virtue of its uptake, to have a
quite different force-a less empowering force-than it would have if performed bJ' a man.
When members of a disadvantaged group face a systematic inability to produce a specific
kind of speech act that they are entitled to perform-and in particular when their attempts
result in their actuaUy producing a different kind of speech act that further compromises
their social position and agency-then they are victims of what I caU discursive injustice. 1
examine three examples of discursive injustice. I contrast my account with Langton and
Hornsby's account of illocutionary silencing. l argue that lack of complete control over the
performative force of our speech acts is universal, and not a special marker of social disadvantage. However, women and other relatively disempowered speakers are sometimes
subject to a distinctive distortion of the path from speaking to uptake, which undercuts their
social agency in ways that track and enhance existing social disadvantages.

What fixes the performative force and pragmatic structure of a speech act?
Clearly, surface grammar alone won't do; in the right circumstances, for instance,
I can order someone to close the door using a grammatical declarative ("It's
freezing in here!"), an interrogative ("Can you close the door?") or a variety of
other grammatical forms. And while we sometimes flag the force of our speech
acts at the level of semantic content ("I am warning you ... ) we certainly
don't always do so. Instead, as J. L. Austin made vivid, we rely on an elaborate set of discursive conventions in order to fix and interpret the force of a
speech act, along with the material circumstances of the act, broadly construed
(Austin 1962). I decide whether someone is using her words to order, request,
inquire, propose, report, and so on by interpreting her as deploying a wide array
of explicit and implicit conventions governing context, tone, gesture, etiquette,
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conversational flow, and more. Sometimes this deployment is so transparent that
I interpret the force of another's speech as effortlessly as l do its content
-"Please pass the salt" uttered during a casual dinner among friends, for
instance. At other times-for example, when someone says "I'll call you soon" at
the end of a first date-I might struggle hard to decide how to situate and interpret the force of a speech act amid the web of conventions, rituals, and circumstantial clues that make up its context. Without such conventions and rituals,
speech would have no force at all. l do not succeed in naming babies by shouting names as I run through a maternity ward. Whether a speech act-even one
in the presence of an unnamed baby--counts as a baptism depends on a wide
array of social arrangements and conventions concerning who gets to name
whom and under exactly what ritualistic circumstances. 1 Mere sounds do not
intrinsically carry the elaborate causal powers that attach to discourse.
Against this background, my goal in this paper is to explore a specific sort of discursive incapacity. l argue that sometimes a speaker's membership in an already disadvantaged social group makes it difficult or impossible for her to deploy discursive
conventions in the normal way, with the result that the performative force of her
utterances is distorted in ways that enhance disadvantage. My focus in this paper is
on women and how speaking from a gendered subject position can result in a special
sort of incapacity, but this emphasis is to some extent arbitrary; l could have
explored examples focusing on race, class, home region, or disability, for instance.
When members of any disadvantaged group face a systematic inability to produce
certain kinds of speech acts that they ought, but for their social identity, to be able
to produce-and in particular when their attempts result in their actually producing
a different kind of speech act that further weakens or problematizes their social
position-then we can say they suffer a discursive injustice (by analogy with "epistemic injustice," which is a phrase that has recently gotten a lot of play from Miranda
Fricker and others [Fricker 2007]). 2
There exists a small but visible literature on what has been called "illocutionary silencing" and the way that women may be especially vulnerable to it. For
instance, in a classic paper, Rae Langton writes,

If you are powerful, you sometimes have the ability to silence the
speech of the powerless. One way might be to stop the powerless
from speaking at all. Gag them, threaten them, condemn them to
solitary confinement. But there is another, less dramatic but
equally effective, way. Let them speak. Let them say whatever
they like to whomever they like, but stop that speech from counting as an action .... Some kinds of speech acts are unspeakable for
women in some contexts; although the appropriate words can be
uttered, those utterances fail to count as the actions they were
intended to be. (Langton 1993, 299) 1
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because he is stuck in a play. But he is unlikely to find his situation baffling, nor
to feel that his discursive agency is undercut in any deep way. His disability is
local and clearly hounded, whereas Celia's problem infects her whole professional
life and is rooted in broad, deeply seated social facts about gender relationships
and unjust power imbalances.
I am not making any claim about how common Celia's problem is. I am not
saying that this kind of discursive injustice is the fate of female bosses in general,
or female managers in factories, or anything of the sort. Indeed, if these effects
were sufficiently regular they would become stable conventions in their own
right, which could be managed and deployed in the normal way, even if they
were politically unfortunate. 7 I offered a hypothetical but I hope recognizable
case in which being female precludes someone from deploying conventions in
the normal way, and queers the pragmatic structure of her speech acts in ways
that she cannot control, thereby undermining her capacities for communication
and interpersonal coordination.

join. Or consi<ler a man approaching a woman at a bar, and asking her, "Can I
offer you a drink?" This is not yet quite an offer of a drink; it is an attempt to
enter into the kind of relationship with her in which an offer of a drink at the
bar is appropriate. The Godfather opens with a lovely example of an entreaty:
Bonasera comes to Corleone on the day of his daughter's wedding and attempts
to request a favor. Notoriously, Corleone points out to him that he is in no position to make this request; he has not participated in the local conventions and
rituals of "friendship" that give him standing to even make the request, quite
aside from whether it is granted. At this point Bonasera kisses Corleone's ring
and says, "Be my friend, Godfather!" This speech act is a ritualized entreaty;
in supplicating, Bonasera seeks recognition as a specific sort of insider who is
entitled to make requests. 9
In many scenarios, I suggest, women have good reasons to believe that they
are already participants in a discursive game, until it becomes clear from how
their speech receives uptake that their attempted moves within the game are
actually functioning as entreaties to join it. We often need to ask to be granted
the right to play, in circumstances in which men are taken as players automatically. Thus the very same utterance that would be a move in the game coming
from a man can become an entreaty when spoken by a woman.
I think we see this kind of discursive injustice frequently when women try to
speak as experts in a male-dominated field. Expert speech has a specific kind of
default weight. This takes many forms. An expert's claims about his subject matter, though never appropriately treated as infallible, become more than just truth
claims to be subjected to scrutiny and challenge at the whim of any interlocutor.
When someone makes a claim about his area of expertise, this claim, though
challengeable, has prima facie standing; his recognized expert status itself gives listeners some reason to trust what he says. Conversely, other experts do not get to
just overrule his claims in virtue of their own expertise, as they could with a lay
speaker. When someone makes a proposal or offers advice within his domain of
expertise, his standing as an expert itself gives some (defeasible) reason for others
to act as he proposes or advises. Advice from an expert demands a different kind
of uptake than does advice from some random person off the street. Speaking as
an expert thus comprises a special set of discursive practices, and only those who
are recognized as having the right standing can perform the speech acts that are
distinctive of expert discourse. Often, however, women find that despite meeting
conventional standards for counting as an expert speaker, our speech is taken as
an entreaty to speak as an expert rather than as expert speech. These bids leave
others free to decide whether to grant us discursive access to the game. Notice
that this is different from saying that women's professional opinions are not
taken as true, or that our recommendations are not followed. The point is not
that men tend to undervalue women's contributions to expert debates and
discussions, but that they often don't recognize them as contributions at all.

ENTREATIES TO SPEAK

My entitlement to perform speech act A depends on fixed facts about my
credentials and authority, but also often on the particular relationship between
me and the person to whom I am speaking (I can issue different imperatives to
my students than to my son, and so forth) as well as on the particular circumstances in which I am speaking. In order to issue a speech act with a particular
performative force, I have to be embedded within a normative relational space; I
have to be recognizable, in situ, as a player in the relevant discursive game. The
rules governing a game can be distinguished from the rules governing who counts
as a participant in the game. Sometimes these rules are explicit: Civilians can't
issue orders with military authority, people without medical credentials can't prescribe drugs, and so forth. Sometimes they are implicit: Counting as a member of
a group of friends or as a respected community elder comes with certain discursive privileges, but the standards for inclusion in such groups are not welldefined. One way the performative force of a speech act can be derailed is if one
speaks as an insider-a player of a game that comes with certain discursive
privileges-but is not given uptake as one.8
Sometimes we use speech not to make a move within an established game
structured by conventions, but instead to try to gain entry to a game-we speak
in order to be granted status as a speaker with normative standing within a discursive subspace. We can name such speech acts entreaties. Entreaties are spoken
from outside into the space in which certain kinds of speech acts get traded
around; we may think here of a kid on the playground asking, "Can I play?,"
which is not itself a way of playing whatever game is underway but of seeking to

